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A 1-.lenon difference set has the parameters (4N2, 2N2 -N, N 2 -N). In the abelian case it is 
<'quivalc~nt to a perfect binary array, which is a multi-dimensional matrix with elements ±1 such 
that all out-of-ph<L-<e periodic autocorrelation coellicients are zero. Suppose that the abelian group 
II x !\. x z,,,. contains a l\lenon difference set, where p is an odd prime, II<I = p", and pi= -1 
(mod exp(//)) for some j. Using the viewpoint of perfect binary arrays we prove that [(must be 
cyclic. A corollary is th<lt there exists a Menon difference set in the abelbn group IT x [( x Z3n, 
where exp( ll) = 2 or 4 and I Kl= :l'', if am! only if [{ is cyclic. 
I. Introduction 
Let G he a multiplicative group of order v and D be a k-element subset of G; 
then D is called a ( v, k, >.)-difference set in G provided that the differences dd'- 1 for 
rl, cl' ED, rl f d' contain every nonidentity element of G exactly >. times. Vile shall 
consider (1!N2 , 2N2 - N, N 2 - N)-difference sets (known as Menon or altcrnativel.r 
lforlamanl difference sets) in an ahclian group G. 
Recently, fllcnon difference sets have been constructed in all groups H x [( x L 
for which fl is of the form Z2"1 x ... xZ2'"'' where l::iai=2a+2~2 and maxiai:S 
·) I' · r 1 r z" z'' 1 L · r ti c z·1 z4 1 a+-, \ 1s o t ie orm :i''' x ... x 31,,., anl 1s o 1c 1orm Pi x ... x Pt, w 1erc 
each Jlj is a prime satisfying Jlj =:3 (mod 4) [l], [5], [7], [lG]. There are also many 
nonexistence results, in particular [2], [4], [10], [12], [13], [14] and [15]. 
Let m and w he positive integers; then m is called scrniprimitive mod w if 
there exists an integer j such that ml= -1 (mod w ). Consider an abclian group 
G:::: fl x P, where \Pl= p2n and p is an odd prime scmiprimitive mod exp(H). 
A necessary condition for G to contain a Menon difference set is the exponent 
hound exp( P)::; /ln, which follo\\'s easily from Theorem 4.33 of [10] based on results 
of Turyn [ 15]. In this paper we restrict attention to the case exp(P) = 1P, and show 
that P must then have the form z,,,. x Zp". 
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\Ve shall make use of the viewpoint of perfect binary arrays; for a general 
discussion of this topic and its applications in signal processing, sec [3] or [7]. An 
integer-valued r-dimcnsional matrix 11 = ( a[jJ, ... ,Jr]) with 0 ~Ji < Si (1 ~ i ~ r) is 
called an s 1 x ... xsr array. The array is called perfect if the periodic autocorrelatiou 
coefficients 
s1-J s,.-J L · · · L a[j1, ... ,Jr]a[(j1 + u1) mod SJ, ... , Ur+ u,.) mod s,.J 
J1=0 j,=0 
arc zero for all (zq, ... ,u,.) /: (0, ... ,0), 0 ~ lli <Si· The army is binary if each 
matrix element is ±1. The invertible mapping from the binary array J1 to //(Jl) = 
{ (jJ, ... ,J,.): a[Ji, ... ,J,.] = -1} gives rise to an equivalence between an s 1 x ... x s,. 
perfect binary array and a Menon difference set in Zs 1 x ... x Zs,., where '1.N2 = 
Ilsi [9J. 
Difference sets are often studied in the context of a group ring Z[GJ. The 
definition of a difference set immediately yields the group ring equation DD(- J) = 
(k-,\)+,\C:, where we identify the subset D of G with the group ring element D= 
LclEDd, and D(-l)=LrlEDd-J. 
Let U be a normal subgroup of G, so that we can form the factor group G' = 
G/U. The contraction of D with respect to U is the multisct D' = D/U = {Ud: 
d E D}, which satisfies the equation D' D'(-J) = (k - ,\) + >-! UIC:' in the group ring 
Z[G']. We can write D'=Lg'EG't91g1 in Z[G'J, where t91=!r/nDj is the m1mhcr 
of clements of D in the coset g1 of U. The clements of the multisct { t9 1 : r/ E G'} 
are known as the intersection numbers of D relative to U, and satisfy the equations 
Lg'EG't91=k and Lg'EG't~,=k-,\+,\IU!. 
We can similarly contract a binary array J1 = ( a9 : g E G) corresponding to a 
difference set //(Jl) in G by summing the array elements a9 over values of g lying 
in the same cosct of U. This yields the contracted array !11 =(a;;': r/ E G'), where 
a~,= Lg:U g=y' a9 . Since the cosct .r/ of U comprises t91 clements of D and IUl-t!l' 
elements not in D, the definition of the mapping I/ shows that the contracted array 
values are related to the intersection numbers by the linear transformation 
(l) a~, = IUI - 2t91 for all r/ E G'. 
It is straightforward to show that any contraction of a perfect binary array will also 
he perfect (though not necessarily binary). Defining the energy of an array to he 
the sum of the squares of the army clements we also obtain the following result, 
which is the central reason for using the transformation ( l) in this paper: 
Lemma I.I. The energy of illl SJ x ... x Sr perfect l>illiir,Y army is n;·= I Si' itlld 
remains co11stm1t under all contrnctions. 
In contrast, the sum of squares of the intersection 1111mhcrs depends 011 the 
order of the subgroup U. 
We will also make use of character theoretic results. Since W!~ consicler only 
abelian groups, a character of the group is simply a homomorphism from tlw gro11p 
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to the multiplicative group of complex roots of unity. Extending this homomor-
phism to the entire group ring yields a map from the group ring to the complex 
nmnhers. The element D of Z[G] is then a ( v, k, >.)-difference set in G if and only if 
lx(D)I = { k if xis ~he principal (all I) character 
J k - /\ othennse. 
The element A of Z[G] satisfies x(A) =0 for all nonprincipal characters x of G if 
and only if A is a multiple of G. These properties follow from the orthogonality 
relations on characters; see [ 15] for similar arguments. Furthermore G /I< er(x) is a 
cyclic group sinc1~ it is isomorphic to a finite multiplicative subgroup of a field (the 
com pl exes). 
2. Congruences for contracted array elements 
In this section we derive congruences that constrain the intersection numbers 
of a contracted difference set. This gives corresponding restrictions on the elements 
of a contracted array. \Ve require two lemmas for the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Lemma 2.1. (Chan ct al. [2]; 'l\iryn [ 15]) Let p be a prime and G = H x P be an 
alwlia11 gro11p, \1•lwrc P is the Sylow p-s111Jgro 11p of G and p is semiprimitive mod 
exp( JI). Let X be a 11011principal clwrncter of G and let n be a positive integer. 
Suppose A E Z[GJ sat.isfics x(A)x(A) :=CJ (mod p2"). Then x(A) :::0 (modp0 ). I 
Lemma 2.2. (f.[a [11], Lemma :3.4) Let Jl be a prime and G be an abeJian group 
with ;~ C.}:clic Sylow p-s11hgroup. If A E Z[G] satisfies x(A) = O (mod p°') for all 
1w11J>I'lllc1pill characters X of G, then there exist x 1, x 2 E Z[G] such that 
A ::: pn:q + Qx2, 
where Q is the u11iq1w s11bgro11p of G of order p. I 
Proposition 2.1. Let D lie a (v,k,,\)-difforencc set in ;rn abclian group G and let 
U lie ;1 sri/1gro11p of G. Let JI /Jc ;1 prime and sllpposc that G' = G /U =JI X Zp''i 
where Zl'" = (z) and p is semiprimitirc mod cxp(H). Let D' Im the contraction of 
D with respect. to U, write D' = 'l:y'EG' t91g
1 in Z[G'], and let A'= (a~,) lie tbe 
contracted array corresponding to D'. If p2111k- ,\ for some positive integer /3 then 
for all !11 E G', 
t!l' ::::: ty'::r>'•-1 = ... = tg'z(1>-l)1i'-1 (mod 1/3) 
(mod 2/3). I _ I _ _ I a!l, =a I n-1 = ... = (1. I ( I) t>-1 
r !J ;:I' !J;: 7>- I' 
Proof. Since D' is a contracted difference set, D'D'(-l)=(k-,\)+>.IUIG' in Z[G']. 
Therefore for 1~vcry non principal character X of G', 
x(D')x(D') == k - >. = o '>{J (mod p- ) . 
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13y Lemma 2.1 this implies x(D') ::::::;() (mod / 3) and so by Lemma 2.2, there exist 
{1 ,, _ 1 . . 1 . I 1 ,,,,-1 x 1,x2EZ[G'JsuchthatD'=p :ri+(zl' ):r2. Mult1plymgbot1stccs >y 1-.:: 
and substituting for D', 
'"" I pn-1) ~ tg'!J (1 - z ::::::; () 
The result follows from comparison of coefficients and the transformation ( 1). I 
3. Main Result 
Henceforth, consider the ahelian group G =JI x J( x Zp" to contain a l\fonon 
difforence set D, where pis an odd prime, II<l=11", IJil=h, and pis scmiprimitivc 
mod exp(JI). In this section we will use Proposition 2.1 to prove that I< is cyclic. 
Let U he any subgroup of G for which G /U =01 =JI x Zp''i and let z,,,, = (.::). 
Let D' = Lg'EG' t91.r/ be the contraction of D with respect to U, and let. !1' = (a;1,: 
g1 E G') he the contracted array corresponding to D'. Application of Proposition 2.1 
') ') 
with N-=k->..=hp-"/11 gives 
(2) a9
1
1 1 =: a
1
, n-1 =: · ·' =: <L
1
1 ( l) n-1 (mod 2pn) !} z7) g z p- P 
for all g' E G'. By definition, each intersection number t91 satisfies 0:::; 1. 91 :::; I U I and 
so from ( 1), each contracted array element a;;' is boundccl hy 
(3) 
For any g' E G', consider the set of array elements {a',, a' ,, _ 1 , ... , a' ( _ 1) "_ 1 } , 
!J u'zl' y'z 1' 71 
which we call a p-tuplc. This set is indexed hy the coset g1 q, where q is the 1mique 
subgroup of order p in G'. It follows from (2) and (:J) that if the clements of a p-
tuple are not all equal, they must each he ±p". We now hound the number of such 
p-tuples of unequal clements. 
Lemma 3.1. 'Vlwn D is contracted with respect to U, tlw 111m1/Jer w of p-t11pfos 
consisting of 1rnequaJ elements ±pn satisfies w 2 hf (p + 1). 
Proof. Dy Lemma 1.1, the contracted array !11 has energy hp2". The contribution 
') 
to the energy from the w p-tuplcs of unequal elements is wp · p-", and that from 
the remaining p-tuples of equal clements is R, say: 
(4) 
Now consider a further contraction with rcspc~ct to Q, giving a contracted diffewncc 
set in JI x Zpn-1 . The corresponding contracted array still has energy hp'2°. Each 
of the w p-tnplcs of unequal clements will collapse to an odd multiple of l>'', giving 
a total contribution to the energy of at least wp2". 'J'he n~mai11i11g 11-t.uplc~s of (~qua! 
clements will each collapse to Ji times their constant value, so t.hat. a prr~vio11s 
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I f '> '> ') f cl I contri mtion o :i;- + ... + :r- = pi·- rom a Ji-tuple will now be replace JY a 
t · 1 t' ( )'> '> '> 'I'l f I l 'l . t ti f con n HI 1011 p:r - = p-:i:-. 1erc ore t 1c tota contn mt10n o 1e energy rom 
p-tuplcs of equal clements is pR, so that 
(5) 
Elimination of R from (4) and (5) gives the desired bound w ~ h/(p+ 1). I 
\Ve remark that this bound implies w ~ 1, and since R ~ 0 we can deduce from 
(4) that w::; lt/p, giving p::; h. In fact a simple argument excludes the possibility 
R = 0 to give the necessary condition p < h, as obt;1incd by Chan ct al. [2] for the 
case J( cyclic using similar met.hods. 
l/'i 1' Now write [{ = (l.:1 1 ... ,k,.), where ki = 1 for i = l,. . .,r and Li=lai =a. 
Consider the characters ,\'. of J( x Zp" that send each ki to a pth root of unity (or 
1), and that sends z to a specific primitive p°'th root of unity, say (. There are 
. . o:-1 J'"l:-1) p 1 such characters; the kernel of x will be of the form (l.:1 zc1p , ... , krzc,1 
where Ci = 0, 1, ... p - 1. \Ve can use these characters to define homomorphisms 
1/Jx : G-+ G /Ker(x) by ~;x(g) = gKer(x). Uy the remark at the end of Section 1, 
J( x Zp" /Ker(x) is cyclic and therefore isomorphic to Zp". Hence the map l/Jx will 
produce a contracted difference set !/Jx(D) = D' in G' = H x Zp". 
Therefore from Lemma :l.1, contraction of D with respect to any of the pr 
subgroups U = Ker(x) results in at least h/ (p + 1) p-tuples of unequal elements 
±p". The array values a9 which sum to clements of these p-tuples are thereby 
completely determined, and we can examine what happens when we contract D 
with respect to a diffenmt snbgronp of the for111 Ker(x). Thus, we can "pull" the 
11-tuples of unequal clements up to the original group JI x J{ x Zp" and "push" 
t.hem back down to II x z,,,. using a different subgroup. This is the key to the 
nonexistence result, and is described in the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. (push-pull) Each p-t11ple of 11neq11al clements ±1P arising from con-
• ' J } / ( • n -1 • n-1 t.ntct1011 \\'It J respect to tie s11 Jgro11p k 1zC!l' ,. . .,krzc,.p ) ::/: J( produces a 
p-t11pfo of eq11al elements bpn-l under coJJtrnctio11 with respect to I<, where b is 
odd. 
' n:-1 ' <t-1 .. Proof. Denote the subgroup (k1z<iP ,. .. ,krzc,.p ) f. J( by I<..er(x). When we 
contract wit.h respect to this subgroup, every clement -pn in the p-tuple of unequal 
ekmc11ts ±1i° corresponds to a coset gll:er(x) of the subgroup in the difference set. 
\Vhe11 this coset. is contracted with respect to I<, we get pn-l copies of g(zl'"- 1 ) (in 
II x Zp" ). This means that we get a contribution of -pn-l in each of the positions 
of the original p-tuple. Similarly, each element 1P in the original p-tuple will give 
a contribution of Jin-! in each position under the pull-push procedure. Thus every 
cl<~ment of the final p-tuple receives the same total contribution, namely the sum of 
an odrl 1111111ber of values ±pn- l. Furthermore, this accounts for all the zP values 
of ±1 that must contract ont.o each position of the final p-tuple, completing the 
proof. I 
\VP arc now n~ady to prove the main result of the paper. 
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Theorem 3.1. If the a/Jelia11 group H x J{ x Zp" contains a Hadamard difference set, 
where p is an odd prime, IKI = p°', and p is serniprimitive mod cxp(H), then J{ is 
cyclic. 
Proof. Consider the contracted array corresponding to the contraction of D with 
respect to K. I3y Lemma 3.1, this array contains at least h/(p+ 1) p-tuplcs of 
(unequal) elements ±1P. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, it also contains at least h/(p+l) 
p-tuples of (equal) elements of the form bp°'- 1, b odd, for each of the JJr -1 subgroups 
Ker(x) #I<. The energy constraint of Lemma 1.1 then gives 
_l_i_ (P2a+l + (Jl _ l)p2a-1) :S lqi2°'. 
p+l 
This implies pr :Sp+ 1, forcing r = 1 and proving that J{ is cyclic. I 
Combining Theorem 3.1 with the existence result stated in the introduction we 
can give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Menon difference 
sets in many classes of abclian groups, for example: 
Corollary 3.1. A Menon difference set exists in the a/Jelian gro11p II x J{ x Z:in, 
where exp( H) = 2 or 4 and I Kl= 3°', if and only if J( is cyclic. I 
In particular this gives a theoretical proof for the nonexistence of a Menon 
difference set in F x Z:~ x Zg, where F = Zi or Z1, previously established in [8] using 
computer search together with a preliminary version of the method presented here. 
The exclusion of these two groups is interesting because Menon difference sets exist 
in both F x Z:j and F x za. This demonstrates that, in contrast to the case of a 2-
group, the exponent alone does not in general determine whether an ahclian group 
contains a Menon difference set. 
There remain eight abelian groups in which the existence of a (4N2, 2N2 -
N, N 2 - N)-difference set with N < 20 is currently undecided [G Proposition 3.5.1], 
namely 
Z ') z z9 2 x " x g, 
Z1 x Zrn x Zg, 
Z Z Z ') 2 x 8 x g, 
') Zs x Zn, 
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